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Play 3rd Time Only
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3rd B♭ Trumpet
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GUITAR

Latin - Brazilian

Play 2nd and 3rd Times Only
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Music by
ARY BARRIOSO
Arranged by CHIP McNEILL and TOM GARLING
BRAZIL
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BASS

D9  Eb9  D9  Em  D9

Gm  Gm(#5)  Gm7  Gm(#5)  Gm7

Gm7  A7m7  Am7  Bm7  Eb7  Fmaj7  Eb9

D9  Gm7  C7sus  C7

Fmaj7  Gm7  C7sus  C7  Fmaj7

Gm7  C7sus  C7  Fmaj7

Gm7  C7sus  C7  Fmaj7  Gm7

C7(#5)  Fmaj7  Gm7  C7(#5)

PLAY 3rd and 4th TIMES ONLY
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1ST TIME ONLY

(OPEN - DRUM SOLO)